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14 MR. COLBURN’S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

UIE POOR-LAW SYSTEM.

Now in course of publication in Twelve Monthly Shilling Parts, with Illustrations by
Leech,

PARTS I. and II. are now ready.

JESSIE PHILLIPS;
A TALE OF TIIE POOR-LAW.

BY MRS. TROLLOPE,
AUTHORESS OF .

“MICHAEL ARMSTRONG, TIIE FACTORY-BOY."

OPINIONS OF TIIE PRESS.

“ We hail with much gratification the first nurnbar of this work, and are confident 
that the clever authoress of ‘ Michael Armstrong’ wjll not fail in ably delineating the 
enormities of the New Poor Law. The pleasing foïm in which this work appears, is 
such as we have no doubt will ensure its complete success, and carry along with it the 
feelings and affections of her readers.”—Exeter Gazette.

“ The Times has long been thundering away against the New Poor Law ; and the 
indefatigable Mrs.Trollope has now opened a fire against the same measure, the evils of 
which she has determined to exhibit in a tale, to be published in twelve monthly parts. 
Mrs. Trollope, on this occasion has invested her subject with all the interest of a ro
mance ”—Dublin Evening Tost.

“ This commencing number is of good augury. The chief denizens of a country 
village in one of those favoured districts in which factories are unknown, are intro
duced to the reader in a humorous, off-hand vein that take^at once. Nor is there a 
lack of the pathos with which ‘ A Tale of the New Poor Law’ ought to be enforced. 
We cordially commend the fortunes of Jessie Phillips to the reader.’’—John Bull.

“ In this first part of Mrs. Trollope’s new story, the leading families of the village of 
Deepbrook are very graphically described ; the examination of a poor widow before 
the Board of Guardians is given with a great degree of vividness and force that can 
have been derived only from the life. Every thing promises well for a powerful and 
sustained interest. To the author we cordially exclaim, ‘ God speed you in the right
eous cause.’ ”—Court Journal. -• -

“ Mrs. Trollope has again wielded her vigorous pen in defence of the helpless and 
the afflicted ; her ‘ Factory Boy’ laid bare the cruelties practised in factories ; she is now 
with the same laudable spirit, exercising her gigantic talents in the same holy cause, the 
object of the present publication being to lay before the world the hardships inflicted 
by the New Poor Law. Independent, however, of the main object in view, the work 
promises to be one of a general interest, and will, if we may judge from the first part, 
prove most entertaining to others besides those more immediately interested in the 
subject."—Bath Herald.
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